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Pricing valid through 2017 

GIFT + DESK PRINTS 

4x6 or 5x7     $20

Set of 10     $160

8x12      $75

DIGITAL FILES

High resolution, perfect for printing up to an 11x14 print

6 files      $400

Full collection of high resolution files (30+) $800

Purchase 1,000 in products, receive 50% off complete set of digital files

Purchase 2,000 in products, a complete set of digital files are included (session fee excluded)

CUSTOM CARDS {HOLIDAY, BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS, THANK YOU NOTES, ETC.}   

You choose the photo(s) and text. Printed on archival Mohawk Superfine cover stock paper.  

Pricing is per pack of 25–minimum order of 75 cards, includes envelopes 

5”x7” Flat or Folded Card   $80

Samples available. Please allow 3 weeks for delivery after design approval.
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PRODUCTS
WALL ART
SIZE  PRINT  ADD CUSTOM MAT + FRAME   FINAL SIZE

8x8  $60  $350     12x12

10x10  $60  $350     12x12 or 16x16

11x14  $120  $350     16x20

12x12  $100  $450      16x16 or 20x20

12x18  $120  $600     20x24

16x16  $180  $500     20x20 or 24x24

16x24  $200  

20x20  $220  $650     24x24

20x30  $280  

24x24  $300  

24x36  $400  

All paper prints 11x14 and larger are mounted on a 2mm styrene backing to preserve your artwork. Square cropping may 

not work on all images. Mat and frame price includes print.

Order 4 or more framed prints and receive 15% off

STANDOUT MOUNTS
Give a contemporary look to unframed images. Each image is printed on a thick but lightweight ¾” backing and arrives 

ready to hang directly on the wall. Available with black, white, or bamboo sides.

BLACK OR WHITE STANDOUT

12x12   $150        

12 x 18   $150

16x16   $300

16 x 24      $300 

20 x 20   $450 

20 x 30                $450 

24 x 36    $850 
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BAMBOO STANDOUT

12x12   $500

12 x 18    $500  

16x16   $800

16 x 24     $800  

20 x 20   $1000 

20 x 30   $1100 



PRODUCTS
ALBUMS

All albums are custom designed and handmade in the U.S.A. Photographs are printed on gorgeous Fuji archival paper 

with lay-flat spreads. Several beautiful color options are available for the cover; Sarah can provide swatches.

Leather albums are bound in full-grain leather covers and are weighty and resistant to damage.

Thin pages are glued back-to-back (without any material between them), while thick pages have a hard substrate  

between pages.

Prices based on a 20-sided album (10 two-page spreads), up to 50 images. 

Price per each additional two-page spread in parentheses.

LEATHER COVER  THIN PAGES  THICK PAGES 

4x4 mini   $400 (20)  n/a   

8x8”    $1,000 (30)  $1,300 (60)  

10x10”    $1,200 (30)  $1,600 (60)

12x12”    $1,400 (40)  $1,800 (80)

LINEN COVER   THIN PAGES  THICK PAGES   

4x4 mini   $300 (20)  n/a

8x8”    $550 (30)  $850 (60)

10x10”    $750(30)  $1,100 (60)

12x12”    $900 (40)  $1,200 (80)

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS

All albums come with a cream-colored linen dust cover.  

Cover Engraving:    2 lines, $50 

Presentation Box:    $30 

Handmade wooden craftsman box: 4”–$65  8”–$85  10”–$105 12”–$125

Any duplicate (same exact design) album in any size is 10% off. 
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